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Mitau... schools as service

Confronted with this year's
enrollment decline and the
prospect of a tightening
legislative budget, State College
Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau
said Minnesota State Colleges
must begin demonstrating their
value and potential if favorable
legislative action is to come
about.

Speaking on the enrollment
decline and its adverse effects
on faculty and tuition, Mitau
said the State College System is
going through a very difficult
period in which many tensions
exist.

"We will have difficult days
ahead in higher education. We
are in an era of extreme
Addressing state college changes."
newspaper editors at a Nov. 8
He warned against "rumors
press conference in
Minneapolis, Mitau said, and half-baked information
"rhetoric will no longer do." He which would result in paranoia
said the State College System and anxiety."
must involve themselves in
"Getting mad at the
projects that benefit their
community and that the seven administration and beating a
state schools must become college president over the head
won't work.
Forget that
"regional hubs of service."
approach," he said.
"The
Mitau expressed confidence worse thing that could happen
that state colleges will "receive would be for us to turn into a
the same kind of support from state of cannibalism."
this legislature as it has in the
While many feel state college
past."
administrations should absorb
He said Governor Wendell part of the effects of the
Anderson and a liberal house enrollment decline, Mitau said
and senate are committed to the there is actually a need for
support of higher education more administrators. He said
and that votes on education two new problems, collective
funding cut across party lines. bargaining and the necessity of

moorhead state
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Chancellor Mitau enthusiastically challenged state colleges to
demonstrate their value to Minnesota. Story and Photo by Steve
Bond.

addition to the traditional one
involving faculty-student ratios,
a new "activity analysis
budget" which is of a
It was reported that two programmatic type will be sent
budget requests would be to the legislature.
delivered to the legislature
Mitau disclosed a series of
during the next session. In

informing job openings to all
minority groups, has created
this need.

proposals that he gave to the
Higher Education Coordinating
Commission which he hopes will
increase enrollment through the
reduction of tuition and
education costs for certain
students. The proposals call
for: ...Continued on Page 20

advocate
student enrollment
decrease prompts
launching of drive

'73 tuition hike certainty
By JeanFarrand
and Kim Snyder
President Roland Dille made
an appearance at the Nov. 13
Student Senate meeting for the
second time in his ten years as
MSC President. During the
meeting, students questioned
Dille on such important matters
as a tuition increase, the
Courtesy Bowl controversy, and
equal student-faculty ratios on
academic committees.
According to Dille, a tuition
increase for the next academic
year is almost a certainty. In
state tuition will probably go up
20 per cent which will be an
increase of about $70 per
student per year. Presently outof-state students pay 70 per cent
of the cost of their education.
President Dille expressed his
hope that an increase in tuition
would not reach the 100 per cent
level for these students. He also
fears the tuition rise along with
increased inflation may prevent

students from small towns and
rural areas from attending
MSC. The only hope for
reducing the problem is the
possibility of an increase in
grants and scholarships.

education is usually the last
area considered
by the
legislature, a final verdict on
the tuition increases is not likely
to be known until the end of the
next legislative session. Dille
also suggested that pressure
Dille added, however, that from the community to the
such aid would benefit only the legislature would be a great
low income students, not the in controlling tuition increases.
middle class students. As far as
he knows, no increases are When questioned about the
planned for student fees or Courtesy Bowl funds, Dille
room and board. He also stated replied that a final deicision has
that the administration is not yet been reached on the
totally against the increases in matter.
tuition but that the students
have the responsibility to In the answer to student
influence the state legislature questions about the studentthrough lobbying. He pointed faculty ratio on academic
out that the students presently committees, Dille stated that
have only one lobbyist the Constitution Committee
representing them
through would have to rule on changing
Minnesota State College the ratio. According to Dille it is
Student Association (MSCSA) the duty of the faculty and the
and suggested that the student administration to run the
body presidents from all state college and not the student's
colleges should also lobby on duty.
behalf of students. Since ...Continued on Page 2 0

Moorhead State College
faculty members concerned
about a decrease in student
enrollment this year and
anxious to help additional
qualified students to attend
MSC, arc launching a fund drive
called "Dollars for Scholars,"
the first of its kind at the college.

By pushing Cum Laude Club'
memberships, an honor roll
recognition given all $100
donors, and MSC Fellow
distinctions, conferred on $275
contributors the faculty hopes
to raise more than $25,000.

Division fund chairmen, who
have enlisted a campaign
Cooperating in the college's organization of almost 80
expanded Development Fund c a p t a i n s f o r p e r s o n a l
effort, combining personal solicitation among the faculty
solicitation and direct mail and administration, include Dr.
during the coming months, will Del Hansen, working with arts,
a n d
be the alumni, parents, h u m a n i t i e s
communications
faculty;
Dr.
students, the college staff, and
Genevieve King, mathematics
friends.
and sciences faculty; Dr.
Goal is at least $100,000, Kenneth Smemo, social and
according to R. S. "Dick" behavorial science faculty; Dr.
Gilderhus, general drive Marlowe Wegner, professional
chairman, who represents the studies faculty; James Noehl,
MSC Foundation which is business and New Center
faculty; and Dr. John Jenkins,
planning the over-all drive.
administration.
Dr. Clarence Glasrud,
"There are hundreds of
chairman of the MSC Faculty
Senate, is general chairman of h i g h l y q u a l i f i e d s t u d e n t s
the faculty and administration seeking admission at MSC each
year who are in need of
solicitation.
scholarships or other financial
He and his faculty division assistance," declared Chet
fund
chairmen have set a Lacy, director of development
g o a l o f 1 0 0 p e r c e n t at MSC and executive vice
participation by all faculty and p r e s i d e n t o f t h e M S C
Foundation.
administration.
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faster evacuation highlighted by fires
By Carol Braun
Three instances of residence
hall fires in a single month at
Moorhead State College have
caused concern in the Housing
Office, according to Elliot Garb,
housing director, and Mike
Pehler, assistant director for
student development. Pehler is
also director of Ballard Hall and
coordinator of the" residence
hall night watchman program.
They referred to two
electrical fires, one each in
Holmquist and Dahl halls, and a
room fire in Holmquist, all of
which happened last quarter. In
each case, Pehler happened to
be the first called to the scene.
The first fire, which was
confined to a heating unit in
Holmquist when a motor burned
out in an electrical fan, was
discovered at 6 a.m. uct. 8 when
someone noticed the corridor
filling with smoke. The Fire
Department arrived on the
scene in response to the alarm,
and located the problem.
A burning candle caused the
second fire, which also took
place in Holmquist Nov. 2. Heat
from the candle ignited some
mosquito neeting dividing the
room of two male students, and
quickly spread along the ceiling
and to the drapes. "The two
occupants got the fire out
quickly," Pehler said, "but it
did a fair amount of damage in
the short time it burned."

Dahl Hall caused no smoke, but
was detected when two girls
noticed a burning smell in the
first floor south bathroom, and
alerted their resident assistant
(R.A.), Joyce Kuhlemeyer.

There has been trouble in the
past getting residents to leave
the halls when the alarm is
sounded. "People are curious,"
Pehler said. "Even with smoke
in the halls, people had to be
Miss Kuhlemeyer and Mary told to leave;"
Kay Hankey, another R.A.,
searched for the source of the
Pehler added that the use of
smell, but soon gave up and candles and incense is a big
pulled the fire alarm. Four fire problem, since they are often
trucks responded to the call and burned without containers, or
eventually the problem was left to burn unattended. "It's
traced to a florescent light everyone's responsibility to be
fixture.
aware of the dangers that can
result from these things," he
According to Pehler, no said.
flames actually resulted from
the two electrical "fires", but
could have, had they not been
found in time. He added that the
damage would have been
minimal, in any case, since the
materials in the electrical
fixtures cannot burn.
Garb emphasized that the
residence halls are not fire
traps. "They are all inspected
regular ly and meet all safety
standards," he added, calling
the electrical fires "freak
occurances".

Pehler explained that it is not
common practice to call him
first when a fire is reported, but
in the last three cases, he was
filling in for another residence
director, or his was the first
name that came to mind.

0© The Wolfman
On

WANT HOCKEY COACHES:
The Fargo Park District has
openings for paid hockey
coaches.
Call Morrie
Schwinden at 232-7145.

K MSG
A.

9-12 Thursdays

HOMELESS PUPPY: Puppy
needs new home desperately.
Doghouse is free and shots are
paid for. Please call at once!!!
237-0620.

On All

She pointed out that many
people living in residence halls
are not aware of what to do in
the event of a fire. She
explained that when the alarm
goes off, residents should shut
windows to prevent air from
fanning the fire, open drapes so
firemen can see into the rooms,
leave lights on so smoke can be
seen from outside, shut doors so
fire cannot spread and leave as
quickly as possible.

(9

WANT ADS

10% OFF

Miss Kuhlemeyer added that
firemen on the scene at the Dahl
fire were upset to find a popcorn
popper and an iron still plugged
in, and candles in many rooms.

§

Pehler explained that the real
concern in the event of a fire is
the smoke that accumulates.
"That's why we want people to
leave the halls when alarm is
sounded, especially in the tall
buildings. Don't wait until you
see flames on the 14th floor," he
warns.

The Nov. 5 electrical fire in

FOR SALE:
Philco solid
state component, with am-fm
tuner and amplifier; Magnovox
stereo tape cassette recorderplayer; seven speakers of all
sizes and types; Magnovox
stereo component turntable;
men's 5-buckle, size 11, ski
boots, Milans, like new;
Magnovox mini portable
cassette rocorder-player. Call
236-2551 anytime for info.

About candles, Garb added
"We're dealing with a national
fad which is a national problem
from a fire prevention
standpoint. We're concerned
about carelessness — the loss of
life primarily and the loss of
property
secondarily." He
pointed out that the college's
insurance policies do not cover
students' personal belongings.

IT RECORDS

Rod McKuen And
Stanyan Gift Books
BROWSER BOOKSHOP
Holiday Mall
Moorhead, Minn.
Phone 233-0352

HAPPINESS IS A WARM WATERBED FOR
CHRISTMAS-RUGS & BEANBAG PILLOWS

SONY.
HP-238 SS-210A

Magnificent Music from Records,
FM Stereo FM-AM and Records or Playback
with 8-Track Cartridges

$tereoland
FARGO-MOORHEAD'S ONLY WATERBED STORE

303 Roberts St. — Fargo — Phone 232-3033

STEREOLAND CONCEPT 208
FARGO

electronic
components
STEREOLAND — BROOKDALE
MOORHEAD(OPEN SUNDAY)

Bemidji college paper to publish again
By Steve Webber
Their demands included 1) a provision for all advertising
r 11
> a n 1 8 " d a y s t r i k e i t ; a P P e a r s ^ a t Bemidji State revenue t o be returned a s profit t o the paper, 2) a
College s newspaper, The Northern Exponent, will resume commission for the business manager and 3) the allotment
publication with two of three demands within their grasp. °f salaries and office expenses from an account called
maintenance and equipment.
Formerly the structure of the paper was set up in such a
manner that all wages and office expenses would come
After extensive discussion with an influential committee
from advertising revenue. No commission was granted to member who is affilliated with the paper's staff, the
the business manager and all money that was not used for Northern Exponent was promised two of their three
wages and office expenses as dictated by the Student demands, those being a commission for their business
Activities Committee was returned to that body.
manager and the allotment of salaries from the
maintenance and equipment account.
According to Editor John Buntsma, the purpose of the
paper is to inform students, improve community relations
his estimation, Buntsma feels that this action now
and offer academic lab requirements for journalism opens the door for further steps in the area of improving
majors. Under the
previous financial setup these their paper by furnishing their office without worrying
goals were not being satisfactorily met.
about it cutting into the advertising revenue.

MSCSA sends 1 st full-time
lobbyist to legislature
Winona, Minn. — Tim Penny,

"You have to work at changing

the part

Student Association (MSCSA)
at the organization's monthly
meeting at Winona Nov. 4.

government to resolve
immediate campus problems,
but there are also decisions that
have to be made at a statewide
level,"- he said.

"listen to and respect the
Also commenting on Penny's
students' viewpoints as appointment, State College
conveyed to them by our Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau,
lobbyist."
said, "I am strongly supportive
of the efforts of our students to
Nelson said MSCSA's articulate their interests on the
priorities in the 1973 legislative hill and we look forward to the
session ''reflect current closest possible cooperation
matters of direct student with them on subjects of
concern" and include:
common concern to us."

President of the Winona State
College Student Senate, was
appointed as lobbyist for the
Minnesota S t a t e C o l l e g e

Penny's appointment marks
the first time in MSCSA's six
year history that it will have the
services of a full-time lobbyist
before the state legislature,
The organization represents
more than 35,000 students

attending the seven Minnesota
State Colleges.
Penny said his main objective
in the 1973 legislative session
would be
to establish
credibility between legislators
— and students.
"I see this position as a
starting point for an ongoing
working relationship with the
legislature," he said.

of

state college operations.

higher education and the status students.
+ adoption of human rights
of students from two levels —
legislation which would
the campus and the legislature.
He expressed confidence that alleviate discrimination on the
Y o u h a v e t h e s t u d e n t the Minnesota legislature will basis of student status.

"The 1 egislature must make
decision for all of the state
colleges."
Jan Nelson, president of

MSCSA, commented that Penny
-{-changing the legal age of
"Higher education can only
"has demonstrated his ability majority to age 18, including the benefit from the effective and
both as a research assistant in
the 1971 legislature and as
student body president at
Winona and leaves no doubt
among the delegates of MSCSA
that he is the one to do the job
for them in 1973."
Nelson called the decision to
hire a full-time lobbyist "a
healthy progressive move" on

With decreased enrollment and resulting necessary
faculty cuts, the number of students that choose a
particular major becomes quite an influencing factor when
it is time for the pink slips to come.
As in the past, education continues to lead all other
departments with 753 students enrolled as majors; and
business a close second at 714.

right to consume liquor on state
college compuses.
-{-promoting
increased
financial aids.
+ no increase in student
tuition.
-{-full transfer of credits
among all institutions.
-{-alternatives to the use of
student-faculty ratios as a basis
for funding state college

responsible work of the MSCSA
to enhance public
understanding of the goals of
our consumers—the students."
The seven Minnesota State
Colleges are:
Bemidji,
Mankato,
Minnesota
Metropolitan, Moorhead,
Southwest at Marshall, St.
Cloud and Winona.

Faculty Senate
approves vo-tech
Bvivnnpmm
/
The Faculty Senate has

governing board
student opinion poll

serve on the

for a

•
/emaimngbreakdownof majors by their department
is as follows with 443 students who have as yet not decided
on a major course of study.
Health-PE-Recreation
.
261
Social Services
253
Biology
247
Speech
207
Music
185
Industrial Education
185
MafhomaHnc
Matnemaucs

^0^^ ^d.CUrrenUy be'ng
college degree programs in
vocational-technical education.
Aim of the project will be to
try and learn how students
After discussion about the actually feel on a variety of
merits of the proposed issues. The governing board
programs at the Nov. 15 Senate will work to keep bias out of poll
meeting, a motion calling for questions.
Msc
offer
a
an<* an
AS d e g r e e in v o c a t i o n a l Also serving on this governing
i«™
technical
education
passed
with
board
will be a reresentative
io« nQ opposition
from the student Senat
th

Psychology
English
Mass Communications
Sociology
History
Political Science
Chemistry
Foreign Languages
Unspecified Department

56
152
149
141
125
116
113
61
43

c .
Computer Science
Geography
Economics
Philosophy
Physics
Library Science

01

31
21
21
17
13
3

it is anticipated offering these
additional degree choices will
help student recruiting
generally.
Further, discussion indicated
training these
two
3
P™^ ™8 can offer experienced
tradesmen wanting to teach
should help improve the quality
education offered by
of
technical-vocational schools in
Minnesota by training them
teaching skills.
Dr. Joseph Miller, professor
English and a Senate
member, was appointed to

Support Personnel Senate, the
Advocate and the Council on
Student Affairs.
A third item discussed was
student recruitment. Chet Lacy,
director of the MSC
Development Office, presented
some ideas for a proposed fundraising drive among faculty
members, alumni and the
community.
Called *
"Dollars for
Schol ars," the drive will seek
to raise substantial amounts for
student scholarships in an effort
to stem a further enrollment
drop next school year.
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By Editor Steve Bond

to the editor

Becaue of this year's enrollment decline in the Minnesota
State College System, it is anticipated there will be a
reduction in financial support from the Minnesota State
Legislature.

ahead of his time
To The Editor,
Where are our arm bands?
Hasn't our fine liberal tradition
been laid low? The assasins
would say that "freedom" has
triumphed over "radicalism";
but what is so radical about
employing people seeking work,
feeding hungry people, training
retarded children, taxing the
rich, cleaning up our
environment? What, after all, is
so radical about wanting peace,
an end to senseless slaughter
and a halt to our insane race
toward nuclear destruction?
What is so radical about
allowing young men to choose
whether or not they want to kill
Vietnamese? What is so radical
about women being allowed to
choose if and when they wish to
bear children?
McGovern, our enlightened
citizenry tells us, is a
communist; he wants to hand
over the innocent South
Vietnamese government to a
Red blood bath. He wants to
abandon our POW's (What are 5
million Asian lives compared to
500 Americans?) to those
inhuman Viet Cong murderers
who don't want peace anyway
or they would have agreed to
the President's generous terms
long ago. What of our economic
interest in S.E. Asia; would this
radical throw away all those off
shore oil rights, all those rare
minerals; what about the
"domino theory"? Mostly,
what about the machinist at
Honeywell who never sees the
maimed bodies of Vietnamese
blown up by his craftmanship?
What about all the unemployed
there would be if we brought all
the boys home? What about all
those goddamn welfare bums
that McGovern wants to
support? And why fund
education when all it produces
is sit-ins and bomb-throwing?
He was the voice of America's
conscience quietly reminding us
that our snow cats and colored
televisions are paid for in
Vietnamese blood and
America turned a deaf ear,
citing their high school civics
books and Spiro Agnew and
screaming "Commie." He was
an honest man who had faith in
the essential goodness of the
American heart and his own
state showed him a heart of
stone. Oh, of course, he knew
he'd lose — he was too
controversial; after all,
abortions and marijuana are
not exactly motherhood and
apple pie. We even expected a
large margin, when a
supposedly liberal college
campus could muster only a 5
per cent vote of confidence for
peace, how could we expect our
comfortable, middle-class,

middle-aged country to go? No,
we weren't looking for a
victory but neither did we
foresee America slapping the
face of a dove! Does America
fear the truth so much that she
places her trust in a Nixon even
after four years of killing and
lieing?
George McGovern was
obviously ahead of his time;
somehow we who supported him
forgot our conservative God and
Commie fearing roots and the
majority of our citizenry who
are still there.We forgot in our
haste to right the horrible glar
ing wrongs that most of Amer
ica doesn't even recognize;
most of America seems to think
that we are the wrongs. Lest
America right us, we'd better
start seriously speaking with
America. Unless we somehow
reach out to the unhappy
housewife, the despondent
assembly-line worker, the
drowning farmer, the people
who can't be as facist as their
vote would indicate; how shall
we celebrate the 200th
anniversary of liberty? Can we
be free only through the slavery
of the world? Can our economy

run only on war? Oh you smiling
Republicans, you've wonAmerica has endorsed your
war and your big business and
your work ethics and your rigid
morals about everything but
mass murder. You've told
America "peace, with honor";
what honor can there be in the
Vietnam we will leave?
Somehow, television doesn't
convey suffering very well.
You've told your children that
we must fight the Communist
threat but neglected to add that
American aggression fans the
flames of tyranny far better
than the Russians could hope to
do.
How do we reach you sleepy,
fat, complacent citizens, how
do we explain to you that we
have all lost by this
overwhelming vote of
confidence for Nixon's
chauvinistic power politics?
Please don't make us bury
American integrity, on the eve
of her birthday? You've
crucified the son; now let's go
about resurrecting the country.
MARILYN BRUSTAD
JOANNE BRANDT
LORIOIDDINGS

quoth the owl
To The Editor:
Tom Rockne (graduate
student-Fargo) of the Old Order
of Owls never told the Advocate
that neither the Owls or any
other fraternity indulge in
initiation practices which may
cause a pledge to lose the
respect of his peers. In the first
place, I would never claim to
speak
for all fraternities.
Secondly, the only thing I told
reporter Chuck Holm was that
we do not require our pledges to
walk nude through the sewers
from 14th Street to the river.

And thirdly, anyone who has
spent any time on this campus
knows very few of our pledges
or activities have the respect of
anyone anyway.
In conclusion let me add that
we are not working with any
other fraternity in any rush
process. We do not serve the
college and community in the
same way as any of the other
fraternities. And we have not
marched for dimes since
January of 1969.
TOM ROCKNE,
Old Order of Owls

As a
tuition
As a
tuition

result, it appears faculty will have to be cut and
will have to
result, it appears faculty will have to be cut and
will have to be raised.

Legislators are expected to be searching closely for
areas in which expenditures can be reduced, and state
colleges may well be a prime target.
„
At a Nov. 8 press conference, State College Chancellor G.
Theodore Mitau said state colleges must begin
demonstrating to legislators the value they have to their
surrounding communities. He said state colleges must
become "regional hubs of service."
Indeed we have seen state colleges entering into the area
of community service. Several projects have been started
which hopefully will help alleviate problems in state college
communities.
There may be benefits. But something seems to be wrong
when education institutions are told to serve their
community but legislators in those communities fail to
serve education.
It is apparent that colleges in this state have become
strictly business ventures to many of our state legislators.
What has happened to this state government when state
colleges must demonstrate their value?
What has happened when legislators must be convinced
that education is worth an investment and perhaps a
financial loss?
What has happened when the process of learning, once
regarded as a priceless opportunity, has been given a price
tag? _
It is time for inappreciative legislators in this state to
carefully examine our State College System. It is time for
them to appraise its benefits and determine its educational
qualitites.
Something has gone wrong when education is viewed
strictly in dollars and cents.
It is time for legislators in this state to weigh their
priorities and to raise their concepts of education beyond its
expense.
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Thursday, Nov. 30
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreation Swimming (free) — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Basketball — MSC vs. Concordia College at
Concordia
8 p.m. — F-M Audubon Society — Biology 110
9 p.m. — Pop Wagner—Student Coffee House, Union.
Friday, Dec. 1
8 p.m. — SUPB Film: Buster Keaton in "Seven Chances" (free)
— Student Union Lounge
Sunday, Dec. 3
10:45 a.m. — Sunday Celebration, United Campus Ministry, —
Student Coffee House, Union.
1-5 p.m. — Student Meditation Club — Student Union Room 147148
Monday, Dec. 4
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting — Senate Chambers in Union
4 p.m. — Student International Meditation Meeting — MacLean
103
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (free) — Nemzek
Pool
7:30 p.m. — International Film Series — Weld Auditorium
Tuesday, Dec. 5
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (free) — Nemzek
Pool.
7:30 p.m. — Basketball — MSC vs. South Dakota State —
Nemzek.
8:15 p.m. — Faculty Recital, Mats Liljeford, violinist, — CA 139
Wednesday, Dec. 6
6-10 p.m. — SAI Incorporation Day — CA139
7:30 p.m. — Alumni Meeting on Fund-Raising — Owens Hall
Lounge
7:30 p.m. —SUPB Film: "Rosemary's Baby" (50c admission) —
Weld Auditorium
10:30 p.m. — MSC Children's Theatre: "Trudi & the Minstrel"
1:30 p.m. — "Trudi & the Minstrel" — CA Auditorium.

WINTER CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed for
Winter Quarter 1973:
Monday, Dec. 11 — Last day to add classes; last day to elect
pass-no credit option; last day to drop classes from record
(classes dropped after tenth class day will be recorded as
withdrawals).
Friday, Dec. 15 — Last day of classes before holiday recess.
Wednesday, Jan. 3 — Classes resume.
Friday, Jan. 19 — Winter quarter midterm; deadline for
submitting applications if graduating Winter Quarter 1973.
Monday, Feb. 12 — Deadline for withdrawing from classes;
students must receive letter grades after this date.
Monday-Thursday, Feb. 12-16 — Pre-registration for Spring
Quarter 1973.
Monday, Feb. 19 — President's Day, No daytime classes.
Friday-Tuesday, Feb. 23-27 — Final class schedule
(examinations) for Winter Quarter 1973.
SECOND CLASS LIST: The second class list for the Winter Quarter
1973 will be distributed to departments on Tuesday, Dec. 12.
Students whose names do not appear on this class list should check
with the Office of the Registrar. Faculty members are requested to
report any class list discrepancies.
PASS-NO CREDIT: Monday, Dec. 11, is the final day for
submitting applications to take classes on the Pass-No Credit
option. Forms are available at the Office of Admissions and
Records. Satisfactory completion of a Pass-No Credit course will
result in a grade of "S". Unsatisfactory grades will not be recorded
or computed in grade point averages. Pass-No Credit courses may
not be applied to a major, a minor, or general studies. The Pass-No
Credit option is open only to students who have previously
completed 48 or more credits and no more than 24 credits under this
option may be applied to a degree program.

Rib Rack

LOWEST PRICES
ON NEW LP 's

Jet. of 75 & Co. 2
12 miles south of Moorhead

$5.98 • $4.20
$4.98 • $3.30

A PEACEFUL

GET USED LP's TOO

PLACE TO DRINK

RGGRRR8

Beer Si Set Ups
7 Days a Week

59 N 5TH J T . - FARGO. N DAK.
PHONE 237-04BI
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JrWof California
cN^oried Fruits

Tochi
P Products
C
6

303 ROBERTS ST.
FARGO - 232-7700
A Fine Selection of Natural
Poods, Indian and Oriental
Food.
MANY LOVELY AND
SPECIAL GIFT ITEMS NOW ON SALE!!!

Contemporary
is the Word
Cards
Plaques
Banners

HURLEY'S
622 - 2nd Ave. No.

Fargo

AMERICA ON
50A DAY
f"

H

P% A \ M

The new Greyhound Ameripass.
It lets you go almost anywhere in America, and
Canada. You decide when, where, and how often.
You set your own schedule. Your own itinerary,
because the Ameripass is good for 60 days of almost
limitless travel.
The Ameripass gives you discounts too, on hotels,
sightseeing, and other good things.
The Ameripass. good for 60 days of almost limitless
travel, costs $149.50. That's only $2.50 a day.
So call Greyhound, and start packing.

GREYHOUND

Drive-ins

A new way to see more of America on $2.50 a day.

M W f n R A N D FORKS-FAROO-MIHOtI

A V A I L A B L E A T : G R E Y HOUND BUS STATION, 412 MAIN AVE., MOORHEAD, PHONE 233-0240
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lost: one identity, may be found in an interaction group

Interested in people? Do you
enjoy new experiences? Ever
wonder about yourself? If so,
maybe you should register for
one of the interaction groups
being conducted by the
Moorhead State College's
Counseling Center.
An interaction group is
described by the Counseling
Center as an interpersonal
learning situation centered
around discussion of individual
and group experiences,
reactions, perceptions, feeling

and behavior.
Groups generally consist of
six to ten students and either
one or two facilitators who are
members of the Counseling
Center's staff. Each staff
member is a professional
trained in working with groups.
Most groups meet once a week
for one quarter and generally
start meeting near the
beginning of the quarter
although groups may be started
at any time.
Interaction groups are not to

be confused with some
sensitivity groups which aim to
break down a person by
attacking him. The aim of
interaction groups is to bring
out the best in each participant.
Group sessions have no
formal structure and
participants are generally
encouraged to help develop the
course they wish the sessions to
follow. Past participants have
found many of their expriences
in the groups to be helpful in
understanding other people,
developing skills in self-

In the past 60 to 100 students
expression, becoming more
personally free and discovering h a v e p a r t i c i p a t e d i n t h e
interaction groups during a
how others see them.
quarter.
Interaction groups are open to
Those interested in the
all students part or full time and
to students living in the dorms i n t e r a c t i o n p r o g r a m a r e
or off campus. No charge is encouraged to stop by the
made for membership in an Counseling Center on the second
interaction group.
floor of Owens Hall or to call
236-2227. Registration cards are
Groups generally meet for
available at the Counseling
about two hours a week at a
Center for those wanting to
place decided by the group.
register for a group.
Times of sessions are arranged
to coincide with free time of
participants.

He's movin' down the Kise center line
with phone and pizza and. . .he scores
Karl Xavier III

Letter sweaters are out, but
clothing styles leave a wide
choice for an interested female.
There are bib overalls, 40-inch
stripped flares, turtleneck
sweaters, flannel shirts, patent
leather boots, tennis shoes, and
even an occasional trench coat.

Letter sweaters, secret phone
calls, long hair, short hair, wild
and quiet parties, Kise
Commons conversation, 40-inch
flares, before and after class
intellect, snack bar treats,
trench coats and pepperoni
pizza — all are recognized as
Small and large parties
familiar "girl attracting"
produce gracious results. The
techniques.
enlightened age of Women's Lib
D i f f i c u l t i e s b l o s s o m can destroy old home remedies
occasionally when a healthy on easily discouraging some young
or off campus male desires a chauvinst cavemen.
young lady's company fur an
Before and after class
entertaining evening.
A
sufficient number of attractive intellect is a juicy technique.
girls are easily discovered on Casually asking a girl for past
the MSC campus, but tempting notes or missed assignments is
a young damsel to the path of the basic procedure. Throwing,
in any scholarly comment about
sin can be rather tedious.
the last class is great! A good
Alexander Graham Bell was post science class line like "Gee
instrumental in producing the aren't frog guts neat?" always
leave a good impression on a
secret phone call.
delicate female.
One needs "speech talent"
talking over the phone. He must
The pepperoni pizza plan is
remember to put his feet up, messy. The idea is to call your
lean back, and relax. A guy can favorite girl, tell her you've
be impressive, but most girls ordered a large pizza and would
don't want a date with a enjoy her company. If you fail,
telephone receiver.
you have a large pizza and a
good chance for terminal acne.
The hair length differs on Keep a huge list of girls handy
gentlemen. Girls are attracted or an economy size pimple
by various cuts and styles.
cream tube.

Will he score?

OPEN S U N D A Y S 1-5
£ SdllSOd SUldYd SIUIHS'l Sldld SH3770H
5 ^ Saooo N3aOOA\ ddAUVD-aXVH XIKOD
,
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DOWN UNDER
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Lowest Prices in Town

C*J

d/, on
RINGS TAPESTRIES TAPES RECORDS
U: o *
CLIPS BLACKLICHTS INCENSE CANDLES
RUGS BEADS BEDSPREADS INDIAN IMPORTS
NO. 5 4TH ST. SOUTH MOORHEAD, MINN.
(Across from F-M Hotel)

236-5297

Our record prices have been lowered
and our selection is bigger than ever.

COME ON DOWN ! !

Techniques go on forever.
New ideas, plan combinations,
old trade tricks and more
liberalism continue.
Doubting males should
formulate a phone list, order a
pizza, grab a trench coat,
lounge around the Union and
invite an attractive female to
their homesteads.

MSC student-intern
working abroad
The Moorhead State College
Social Services Department,
currently in its second school
year of operation, already has a
student intern working abroad
this fall.
Mark Munsterman, senior
from rural Appleton, Minn., is
working at the Invalid
Children's Aid Association in
London, England.
He works primarily with
families of children who have
severe physical and mental
handicaps. His letters to Dr.
Margaret Reed, Moorhead,
chairman of the department,
indicate there are four other
college students from England
serving in similar workinglearning internships with the
association this fall.
Mark is a past president of the
Social Services Department
Student Club.
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HECC tuition remains
30% of college costs

books for sale
By Joey Schneider
The student book exchange is
now operating for students who
wish to sell their books or find
texts for winter quarter classes.

For the past four years, it has
been state policy that student
tuition in the State College
System should approximate 30
per cent of instructional costs.
If the Minnesota Higher
Education Coordinating
Commission gets their way,
that policy will continue.
The Commission has adopted
a series of policy
recommendations to the 1973
State Legislature entitled
"Promoting Access to PostSecondary Education."

The book exchange supplies
students with the opportunity to
sell a book at the price he sets.
If the book is sold,there is a ten
per cent service charge.
Money from the book
exchange will go to the new
student cooperation.
Steve
Hunter (sr-Deerfield, IL) is in
charge of the exchange, and
Paul Ottinger (sr-Jamestown,
ND) is assistant manager with
volunteers helping from various
organizations.

I n c l u d e d
i s
a
recommendation on a tuition
policy for the 1973-75 biennium.

Books may be dropped off until
Dec. l. Pick-up week is Dec. 4
through Dec. 8. Checks will be
out, and after this time all books
that are left will become
property of the exchange.

meeting here

experimental city project
Major aims of a proposed ex
perimental city project for outstate Minnesota will be outlined
and discussed at a public
program scheduled to be held
Thursday, Dec. 7, here on the
Moorhead State College
Campus.
The 2 p.m. program in MSC's
Student Union Ballroom will
feature James L.Hetland Jr.,a
member of the Minnesota
Experimental City Authority,
and James Alcott, general
manager of the authority, which
was established by the 1972
Minnesota Legislative Session.
Both men are from the Twin
Cities.
The 11-man authority,

appointed by the governor, has
narrowed its site choices for the
development from 24 to two —
Evansville in Douglas County
and Swatera in Aitkin County.
The authority, with the aid of a
23-man advisory committee,
will designate a final site
selection to the 1973 Legislature
along with recommended steps
for acquiring and developing
the site.
With a planned population of
250,000, the experimental city
is envisioned as a working
laboratory in which government
and industry will strive to work
out alternative new
opportunities for urban

development and community
services.
Alcott notes the proposed
development will go a step
beyond other new towns in the
making today in its
experiments with innovative
communications, waste
handling, housing and
transportation.
"One of its aims is to be a
living laboratory where
innovative economic, social,
and environmental concepts
will be tested, harnassing all
available technology and
knowledge for the solution of
urban problems (and trying) to
determine the efficiency of
things hitherto untried ..." he
adds.

JAKE'S CHAMPLIN
SERVICE

Besides the continuation of
the policy that tuition
approximates 30 per cent of
instructional costs, it calls for a
special appropriation of $4
million to assist students
currently enrolled in postsecondary systems.
The recommendation also
requests an increase in state
scholarships and grants from
$7.3 million to $22.7 million for
the next biennium.
State College Chancellor G.
Theodore Mitau said that
"While increased overall costs
may result in tuition increases
for state college students, the
recommendation adopted

OPEN EVENINGS
HIBISCUS $350
TO T250
WEDDING RING 200

Enchanting moments are
reflected forever in the
brilliance and beauty of a
Keepsake diamond ring.
Your very own, enchanting
Keepsake now awaits you.
_

R E G I S T E R E D

_

Keepsake
DIAMOND

^
\*We

~= "Hitler Stamps Since 1885"
4 7**9*
StAm+ T&e-Ai. Imt
—
Ph 781 235 5347^-64 N «th St
1364
Far90. North Pafcot*58182

Free
Qt.
of C o k e
With
Each
Large
Pizza

Ph. 236 5130

Have Fun Earn Money
Professional Fund Raising Firm approved by YMCA,
DECA & VICAneed reps to contact college groups, churches,
etc. part time.

GUYS or GALS
Call Mr. Erickson
For Details 236-1942

"Pv&uUU

. Jofive SiuMo
233-4639

PREGNANT AND
DISTRESSED?

ENCHANTING

_

GONDOLA
PIZZA

T-SHIRTS, JACKETS
IMPRINTED

14th & Main Avenue
5 Blocks North of MSC
233-0846
TOWING AND STARTING SERVICE,
MECHANIC pN DUTY

compares favorably with
earlier proposals to increase
tuition to 33 or 35 per cent of
instructional costs.
He said that previous
proposals did not provide
support for present students
who would be adversely
affected by increased tuition.
"Naturally, we would have
preferred a recommendation of
no tuition increase whatever,
but fiscal realities indicate that
the taxpayers of Minnesota
cannot be expected to absorb
100 per cent of the increased
c o s t s of p o s t s e c o n d a r y
education," he said.
Mitau said he was pleas d
that the increased financial
burden to presently enrolled
students was recognized in the
final recommendation.

R I N G S

A beautiful gift with
each engagement ring
purchased.

Wimmer's
Jewelry
*10MAIN, FARGO
232-2008
OPEN MONDAY &
THURSDAY TILL9:00P.M.

CALL BIRTHRIGHT

237-9955

7:30 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday

SANDERIZED USED CARS

DRIVE IN LIQUORS
1S T

AVEI

N

CHEW 1973
AMD

Wlltes
22 9

Corvette Sti-gray Coupe

MOORHEAD

Moorhead's Best
Liquor Store

GET A GOOD D E A L —
A WALT SANDERS DEAL
See or call your campus car rep.,
Craig Gaier at 232-5841

Walt Sanders Chevrolet
CASSELTON, N. DAK.
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not only do sugar beet plants smell, they pollute too!
It's coming again.
When the wind shifts to the
south again this winter, it will
send us the awful fumes from
the American Crystal Sugar Co.
plant located in north
Moorhead. Furthermore,
according to Raymond C. Orr,
superintendent of the plant,
there is nothing that can be done
to eliminate the smell.

stacks exceed state regulations.

plant officials are checking into
possible equipmentto bring the
amount of pollution emitted in
the steam stacks within these
limits. Orr indicated that the
smell is peculiar to the sugar
beet industry and would not be
eliminated by pollution control
equipment, however.

State regulations require that
for every 100,000 British
thermal units (btus) per hour
emitted from a steam stack
only six tenths of one pound of
particular matter may be
contained. The stacks now emit
two pounds of particular matter
per 100,000 btus per hour. (One
The major problem at the
btu is equivalent to the amount
present
time, he said,
is
At the present time, there are of heat required to raise one
five steam stacks at the plant pound of water one degree "finding equipment which will
successfully reduce the particle
which are not within Minnesota Fahrenheit.)
content of the stack
state regulations on air
Although the stacks are not emissions." The sugar beet
pollution. Two boiler house
stacks and three pulp drier within state regulations now, industry has a type of particle

emission which is nearly time at the plant to research the
impossible to regulate. problem, and equipment is
Experiments at other sugar constantly being examined, but
beet plants across the nation no definite time can be set when
have not been successful in the American Crystal Sugar
finding a solution to this Co. plant will be within state
particular kind of problem Orr regulations on air pollution.
said.
Brace yourselves. It is with
The men are now working full us. Again.
N O W — C I N E M A II — W E S T A C R E S

"Harold & Maud" m
Harold & Maude is proof that you can't keep a good
picture down — seen by far and loved by all. In it first
appearance in Minneapolis Harold and Maude fell flat
on its face. But then it was given a second chance, and
now its in its 35th week.
MON.-SAT. 2:15-7:15-9:00
SUNDAY —2:15-4:15-7:15-9:00

NOW CINEMA I — WEST ACRES

"It Aint Easy"
SNOWMOBILE ACTION!
MON.-SAT. 2:00 - 7:00 - 9:00
SUNDAY 2:00-4:00-8:00-9:00

v

NOW CINEMA 70 HWY. SOUTH
STARTS FRIDAY —

|gj

"Diary Of A Mad Housewife"
Evenings at 7:15 -9:15
Sat. & Sun. at 2:00
Carrie Snodgrass & Richard Beniam
Smoke bellowed from the sugarbeet factory. Photo by Webb White

"THE WORST FILM I CAN
RECALL SITTING
THROUGH. . . .EVER. A
young victim is seduced into
smoking the devil weed.. .No
one seems to inhale, but it
must be powerful stuff. Be
fore the film is over, they all
become screaming maniacs
l u m b e r i n g around like
Frankenstein monsters, mur
dering people, leaping out of
twelfth floor windows and
tearing at their throats shout
ing 'Give me a reefer!..." An
incredible series of gross and
ludicrous distortions that
thirty six years later becomes
hilarious when seen from the
other side of the generation
gap, a gap this film did so
much to create."

OUTIVKSEOUf!
Bill was a regular guy, a real sport. He wore a bow tie when he played tennis with his best girl, used Mazo/a oil to keep his hair in place,
and said things like "Gee Whiz" when his Mom served hot chocolate. Just one of the gang. But Bill went to a party one day, one of
those wild reefer smoking parties, and the Jezebel next to him put a funny looking cigarette in his mouth. "If you want a good
smoke", she said, "try one of these". The poor boy hadn't the gumption to refuse, and but one puff later, this mother's pride had become
a cackling amoral degenerate, yet another wasted life victimized b y THE MOST DREADED PLAGUE SINCE MOSES LEFT
Washington Post

PLUS from Dwain Esper,

SINISTCR
RflRDeST

Krvm S.rundfri. A PC. T 1/

"THE FORWARD ALONE
IS WORTH THE PRICE OF
ADMISSION. ...The only
face I recognize in this
pathetic picture was Dave
0'Brian's and he was the chap
who used to act out the Pete
Smith specialities, reportedly
the only job he could get
after his attemped rape and
murder of an innocent girl on
screen while under the in
fluence of the weed in
'Reefer Madness'".
Sams. Voice

PLUS

Producer of " F R E A K S ! '

a short on dope-smoking
in Egypt in the 1930 s

«i>4 'VINCENT PRICE'S 1st O P I U M t r i p

'CAPTAIH MARVEL'
WAKE UP AMERICA! HEOES A ROADSIDE WEED
THATS PAST BECOMING a NATIONAL HIGH-WAY!

4t

A movie
with -every
earmark of being ONE OF THE BIGC
- '

unuf

runiiimr

F,„.

Starts Friday
\»»'»< hi4, mh
§>o0"
.n.;,,,!-'";"0,

Weekdays At 6:15-8:00-9:45
Sat.-Sun. 1:00-2:45-4:30-6:15-8:00-9:45

»-MuWniiETTERS OFTRC YFAR**
—r
/\\\

« .
The Daily News

Tk

, "The Valachi Papara" » "U'

artists are also
exhibitionists
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The Center for the Arts is now
exhibiting the Senior Art Show
of Josephine Anderson. Her
display of paintings,
watercolors and photographs
are there for your viewing
pleasure and are also available
for sale.
Gallery hours for the CA are 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays and
1 to 5 p.m. on weekends.
The Fargo Gallery is now
presenting an exhibit of
Charlotte Russel
drawings.
Charlotte, a 1972 graduate of
MSC, received her B.A. in artprintmaking and is presently a
staff member at the Dakota
Montessori School. She also
teaches children's painting
classes at ver Dorn Craft
Gallery, Fargo. The exhibit
ends Dec. 12.

review

Diana captivates
By Phil Hilker
"Lady Sings the Blues" is a
good movie. In fact, it is
probably one of the most
pleasurable movies I have seen
all year.

her lips. And one cannot help
but feel that Diana Ross means
every word of it. It's just one of
those voices that comes around
every decade or so.

Do not let it bother you, my
using Diana Ross' name instead
of Billie Holiday's. It's just that
I never thought of Diana as
Billie. I did think of her, though,
as a girl caught up in a world of
prostitution, show biz and drugs
and falling hopelessly victim to
the latter. It is a beautiful story
revealing how this girl could
keep on living by holding on to
the dream that one day she
A better starting vehicle for would make it big and by living
Diana Ross there could not be. only for the man she loved. That
She gets to act — and acts well, man, Louis McKay, was played
though sometimes trapped by genuinely, but with non
direction instead of following chalance by Billy Dee Williams
that comes naturally (sorry!). (known best for his portrayal of
Sayers in "Brian's
She gets to dance — a funny Gayle
little number as she auditions Song.")
for a "B" night club.
I do not want to say anymore
And best of all, she gets to for feat of spoiling the movie.
sing. There are very few people One last thought, though. I went
who I would let sing to me for to "Lady Sings the Blues" with
two and one-half hours and notebook in hand — ready to jot
there are fewer yet who I could down quotes, impressions and
listen to for two and one-half anything else that came to
hours more. Diana Ross has got mind. I wrote down four names.
one of those voices that is just at By ten minutes into the picture,
ease churning out a bluesy I had shut the book and leaned
number as it is letting the words back in my chair. It was that
of a mellow ballad slide through kind of a. movie.
The film is supposedly the
biography of the late blues
singer, Billie Holiday. But do
not look at it as such. Rather, go
to the movie, enjoy the story,
feast on Michel Legrand's
lovely score and, if you are like
me, never quite get your fill of
Diana Ross and her melifluous
voice.

SHOP EARLY
X

For Your Christmas Gift
From Brooks Jewelry

Joyce Hanson, a housewifepainter, is displaying her
landscapes, still lifes and
portraits at the Crescent
Jewelers Allee Galerie during
the month of December.

entertainment calendar

Nov. 30 — THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT, by Jean
Giraudox. Through Dec. 2. Concordia.
Nov. 30 — POP WAGNER, SUPB Coffee House.
Dec. 1 — BUSTER KEATON in "SEVEN CHANCES," SUPB
Film, Union Lounge, 8 p.m., no charge.
Dec. 1— "WAIT UNTIL DARK, F-M- Community Theatre. Runs
through Dec. 5, and Dec. 8-10.
Bela Petheo and Curt Hahn
Dec. 4 — JESSE OWENS, speaking at Concordia C-400 Club.
also have current exhibits and
Dec. 4 — "SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT," International Film both are at the Red River Art
Series, Swedish comedy by director Ingmar Bergman.
Center.
Dec. 5 — FACULTY RECITAL, Mats Liljefors, violin, CA 139 at
8:15 p.m.
Dec. 6 — ROSEMARY'S BABY, SUPB film, 50 cents, Weld
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 6 — CHILDREN'S THEATRE, "Trudi and the Minstrel,"
through Dec. 8, Center for the Arts, shows at 10:30and 1:30p.m.
Dec. 7 —SUPB Coffee and National Coffee House Circuit
DIAMOND

tfiuttce&L

Town And Country Flowers

Say It With A Flower
PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY

Sinkler Optical Co.
LATEST STYLE
GLASS— FRAMES —SUNGLASSES

236-5048

We a Iso have the finest selection
of Keepsake diamond rings.

f

ruoks
oeuielnj

HOLIDAY MALL - MOORHEAD- 233-3190

Serving This Community
Since 1947
Eighth Street Professional Center

1022 S. 8

MOORHEAD

Waldorf Liquors
718 MAIN, FARGO

First Package Store Across
The Bridge On Main Ave.

COLD WINES - COLD BEER
% GAL. WHISKEY FOR PARTIES

OFF-SALE SPECIALS
GOING ON ALWAYS
OPENTILLl A.M.

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"

in MOORHEAD

BROKEN FRAMES REPLACED
LENSES DUPLICATED

• Cross Pens And Pencils
• Gift Items: Salad Bowls,
Stainless Steel, Crystal,
Wine Decanters, Wine Sets,
Necklaces, Earrings and
Many More

RINGS

1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323

• Bulova, Accutron &
Wyler Watches
• Christmas Cards

This is her first "one-woman"
show since she began painting
four years ago when she
received a paint set for
Mother's Day from one of her
seven childrea Now that there
are only three children at home,
Joyce has more time to devote
to her painting.

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

91C Luncheon Special
Italian and American Foods
Prime Rib of Beef
(Baked in Rock Salt)....$2.50
Cocktails and Imported Wines
Hours: Mon-Fri llam-2pm
Mon.-Sat. 5pm-llpm _
503 n. 7th Street

293-0110
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poet writes for all

father sorrowing for his
children because he knows their
innocence will soon be gone. His
blue eyes come out of a dark
face, surrounded by dark, nonstyled hair, just beginning to
turn grey.

By Julie Henderson

Within two or three weeks,
McGrath expects another
volume of poetry to be
published, The Movie at the End
of the World, subtitled Collected
Poems. The poems will include
old and new; those appearing in

Thomas McGrath was born
and raised in North Dakota,
taught at North Dakota State
University, and is presently
teaching at Moorhead State
College.
But he doesn't

consider himself a North writes for all men, of all
countries, about human trials
Dakota or Minnesota poet.
and tribulations; tribulations
not limited, and sometimes
Nor a United States
caused by national boundaries.
"American" poet.
When
McGrath is a soft-spoken,
reading his poetry, it is easy to
u n d e r s t a n d w h y M c G r a t h patient man, who sounds like a

earlier books, and those never
published.
In the spring, there are plans
for another smaller volume of
short four, five, and six line
poems, entitled "A Sound of One
Hand."
The Minnesota
Cooperative Press will be the
publisher, and they plan to
bring out a different poet each
month.

^'luuenhp ,
between fmishi
and finding the
produce it.

The McGraths

several parts of th
overseas. He h
worked in Spain
McGrath also has three film and says he aij
scripts in the "floating" stage, overseas for two,

The Year the Spots
That year the spots
And ten dollar bills
In the gilt mantrap
Old fashioned he™
With the iron whor
That year in the.te
Sank under the paj
Found no one who
And parsons starve
Looked for the woi
That year by Moi
Murder and iphoci
Were mated. Ang
The liberal conscie
And turned its ey
Shook hands with
Fell at our feet, a
But the garland ol
The merchants k><
For a glory hand-

Which they dar^neii
And cannot give awn
They lose the mortm.

The silver lock to 01:
They have the magic

That year we read th
But could not find tl
Create the uncreated
Nor seize the Lucky
Such failures sign al

But that year we con
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it was cheaper, and two, there is
His favorite job for
value in not hearing English all supporting himself during the
the time and in being cut off lean years was working for a
decorative sculpturer, the kind
from the life of the U.S.
of job that was physical labor.
As for teaching and writing, The only problem was low pay.
McGrath says, "I like teaching
In 1947 came some time in a
so much, I spend a lot of time at
it. And it's not the kind of job Rhodes Scholarship, followed
that gets off your back at the by completion of a novel, which
end of the day. It does have the was never published. He also
t h r e e - m o n t h v a c a t i o n studied at the Louisiana State
University, and the University
advantage, though."
of North Dakota. The fifties

followed, with work done in a
political vein, which was not the
vogue that it is now.

McGrath speaks with an
understanding tone when
talking about his works being
banned from some libraries in
North Dakota (remember, the
fiftieth state to allow a
production of "Hair.") He said
his first reaction was anger, but
it has settled down to

amusement now.
The state of arts in America?
McGrath suggests a lot of it
duplicating from movements in
France of the 1920's, probably
because people do not know
enough of their history to
realize it. He labels poetry
generally "healthy" however,
and says of area work it is "not
necessarily grand, but
beginning to appear, and
beginning to develop, from

people at a consistently younger
age. In the last five to ten
years, more poetry has
appeared than all of its
history."

Fell Off the Dice

fell off the dice
were stricken by blight.

s 0f

circumstance,

es learned to dance

e of compromise.

a be-t books the print
c. The twelve best sins
might them commit
d, while men of wit
d that would not sink.

ey's crwzy priests

nee wickedly

:l-wise above

ice cried "love, love"

Epitaph

Again, traveller, you have come a long way led by that
star.
But the kindom of the wish is at the other end of the
night.

May you fare well, compafiero; let us journey together
joyfully,
Living on catastrophe, eating the pure light.

away. Then we

history and the hand

[lowering branch;

these five fortunate buds

ced in -their golden glove

-a glory hand

either^ keep nor sell

vay except

main which they hold—
our common world—
jic of useless men.
the auguries
the golden keys,

sd Word

<y Hand of good,
all victories

:ould not get the keys.

The portrait of McGrath was done around 1954 by Martin Lubner,
then of Los Angeles.
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hungry? sample "Oedipus"
By P h i l H i l k e r
Going to see the Guthrie
Theatre's production of
"Oedipus the King" was like
eating a strange exotic dish and
afterwards asking, "What was
in that?" TTie reason I say this
is being unfamiliar with the
ingredients that, make up a
traditional production of
"Oedipus," I could hardly
digest an "Oedipus" which
asked me to already know what
elements were in the dish.
Translator and adaptor
Anthony Burgess (A Clockwork
Orange), has suited Sophocles'
play to accomodate the Guthrie
stage and director Michael
Langham. In doing so he has
dropped much of the tradition
which has surrounded Greek
drama. Therefore, we see no
masks, men are not given to
excessively long speeches and
for the first time, the audience
watches King Oedipus put out
his eyes. This is where the
production seemed like an
exotic dish. How could I truly
savor what Burgess and
Langham had done if I was
ignorant to the story of Oedipus
and to the traditions of the
Greek theatre?
Burgess has gone even one
step further in translating
Sophocles' classic. In trying to
make more immediate the story
of Oedipus, Burgess has traced
the legend back to its primitive

beginnings. In doing so, we find
a bare stage, save for two
weathered slabs of steel thrust
upward from the stage itself
and a tri-level steel platform,
just as weathered and both
tending to rusticate and take us
back to the roots of Oedipus.
The play is then filled with
ancient tribal chants and
sacrifical ceremonies and the
music is a gutsy combination of
simple time keeping and
intricate aboriginal melodies.
These have to be the play's
greatest assets — giving
"Oedipus" a new life,
transporting us back to the
source of the legend and letting
us pulsate with the heart and
soul of "Oedipus."

Cariou's interpretation fit
together like a jigsaw puzzle
and make for one hell of a piece
of exciting theatre.
As Oedipus' wife-mother,
Jocasta, Patricia Conolly is
visually striking. Her deep-set
eyes and austere figure lend
themselves to her character —
a woman with so little on the
outside, but so much hidden on
the inside. Yet, with all that to
offer, I always had the feeling

that she was holding something
back. So when she makes her
final exit, begging Oedipus not
to find out who he really is, the
strength of these words is lost in
the shallowness of her
character: "Oh, God help you.
God keep you ignorant of who
you are." I just wanted more
from her, a deeper conviction
a conviction and a fear powerful
enough to make her fill herself.
Just prove to me that you ARE
Jocasta!

"Oedipus the King" an
exoctic gourmet dish? I think I
can say that, for I did find
myself asking, "What was in
that?" And when I looked
closely at what I had seen and
started naming the things I did
and did not like, I thought of the
play as even more like that
foreign dish. For while I may
not have particularly enjoyed
some of the ingredients, the dish
as a whole was pretty good.
"Oedipus" was pretty good.

Len Cariou is the perfect
embodiment of an Oedipus
tortured by the fact that he is no
longer adequate as the savior of
Thebes ("A savior is one who
saves, not one who has
saved.") and by the ever
unfolding riddle as to who he is.
When the riddle is finally
answered, when Oedipus
extracts the last bit of truth
about himself from an old blind
shepherd, when he discovers
that, as the oracle predicted, he
has slain his father and married
his mother, he utters the most
moving words of the entire play,
"All out. Oozed out, to the last
drop." This is when "Oedipus"
reaches its zenith — when
Burgess' translation and

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

THE
OPTOAAETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave. N. - Ph. 238-1292

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
702 C E N T E R A V E . , M O O R H E A D

233-1624

Hey
Santa!
deLendrecie's
makes those
hard to buy for
people a cinch!

Upper Right — Lost,
condemned, blinded by his own
hands, Oedipus, once-proud
King of Thebes, leaves his city
after the tragic discovery of the
circumstances of his birth.

Above — Len Cariou as
Oedipus and Patricia Conolly as
his wife-mother Jocasta in
Sophocles' heroic tragedy
"Oedipus the King."

235-3109

Tom s ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So^

The best selection in the area,
and we II be glad to gift wrap
your purchase.
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Nelson Hall asleep at the flippers
By Mary Ann Young
It is 2 a.m. You cannot sleep.
It should be fairly quiet but it is
not. Somewhere a stereo is
going full blast and there is a
constant "ping-ping". You rise
to investigate.
The noise seems to be
emitting from the room next
door. The sign on the door says
"House Rules" and the ensuing
rules advise "ill-behaved" men
and women of what may happen
to them.Yelling and snarling
voices can be heard from inside
the room. The door opens and
you are blinded by the flashing
lights of a pinball machine.
This occurence could only
take place on the second floor of
Nelson Hall.
In Ricki
Hendrickson's (so-Edina)
humble dorm room, there sits a
piece of mechanical wizardry.
Whirring and banging, the
pinball addicts keptRick up all
night but he understands. He,
too, is a confessed addict.

Four years ago, he bought the
machine for "fun", the same
reason he brought it up to
Moorhead State. "If you're
done studying, instead of
rounding up guys to play whist
or poker, you can play pinball,"
stated Rick%"Once you start it's
hard to stop."
Beginner's luck was in use
when the highest score was ever
achieved on the "Heat Wave".
Beatrice "Stevie" Stevenson,
(jr-Corona, Ca.) on her first try,
racked up a phenomenal 6,561
points.
Breakdowns do happen, but
Rick is familiar enough with the
"Heat Wave" to fix anything
but broken glass by bending or
replacing a wire.
Rick hasn't lost any sleep
over his "toy". One night, two
friends began playing pinball as
the stereo was booming, but the
head addict succumbed in spite
of it all, tins time to slumber
land.

Fargo-Moorhead's Only
Professional Ski Shop
Specializing in Both
Downhill and Cross-Country
Also Professional Instruction
in Both Downhill & Cross-Country
RENTALS AVAILABLE

VISIT THE SKI DOCTORS AT

SPORTLAND, INC.
221 Main, Moorhead, Minn.

10 LOCATIONS

- , OPEN

STOP

GO

.F00DS|7am-11pm
GROCERIES
MONEY ORDER
BREAD
MILK
FROZEN FOOD
SNACKS
MEAT
CIGARETTES
COLD POP

10e Bag Of
Popcorn

3e

With
This Ad

Rick Hendrickson has won many a game without spending a dime.

Hop Overcast!
IN THE MIDWEST

250,000
SHOP AT
WAREHOUSE
MARKETS
Including Teachers,
Lawyers, Bankers,
Farmers, Students,
Restaurants, Store
Owners, and Folks
Like You!

WHY?

TO SAVE
MONEY
ON THEIR
GROCERIES

WAREHOUSE MARKET

5th Ave. & 10th St.
South, Moorhead

OPEN [Sill DAY
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GROCERIES AT WAREHOUSE PRICES
STORE HOURS:

MONDAY — WEDNESDAY
8:30-5:30
TUESDAY-THURSDAY-FRIDAY . .8:30-8:30
SATURDAY
8:00-5:00

Highway 75 North of 10
Moorhead, Minnesota
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Gerhardson institutes dorm officers elected
development program
By Mary Ann Young
A new program trying to
provide student advisors,
resident assistants and
orientation group leaders with
skills to aid them in directing
student development was
instituted this year by Marv
Gerhardson, associate dean of
students.

seems to be having an effect on
student activities and
organizations."

One resident assistant, Kristi
Swee. (ir-Breckinridge), found
the "workshop" an aid,
especially at the beginning." The
workshop showed me each
person as an individual person,
Three years ago, Dean not all alike. I could associate
Gerhardson "saw the college that with my floor."
trying to put people together
again, there were more
One point stressed for the
concerned with problems betterment of dorm life was
existing. We're working on c o m m u n i c a t i n g f e e l i n g s ,
prevention instead of remedy," according to Dean Gerhardson.
he stated.
As a result, a "College has a responsibility to
student-lead program was c o r r e c t s i t u a t i o n s w h i c h
instituted.
frustrate students.
Many
conflicts that would lead to
"Essentially, the new student problems could be handled by
orientation is the main program members of the floor. We can
we're concentrating on," he get floors to take responsibility
continued, "but we've got other f o r l i m i t i n g b e h a v i o r o f
things in mind; evaluating individual floor members so it
student activities, trying to see wouldn't have to be handled by
if there is a more effective way a judicial board."
of developing student
activities."
Currently, the program is still
in a developing state and is
During a three-day workshop evaluating the effectiveness of
preceding orientation, resident this year's orientation program.
assistants, student advisors and
orientation group leaders were
introduced to the plan that
would aid them in developing
skills which would result in
helping other students to find "a
strong self-concept and
successful academic
experience."
Moorhead State College will
host a Minnesota Department of
T w o b a s i c s k i l l s w e r e Education conference on Drug
emphasized; listening to Education for elementary and
another person and letting him secondary teachers in a multiknow you have heard him and county Northwest Minnesota
conveying feelings to another area Thursday, Dec. 7.
person without forcing the
feeling on him. Through these
The conference for current
skills the students will try to teachers is one of ten being held
develop an on-campus feeling in various parts of Minnesota to
where each person feels he is a s s i s t s c h o o l d i s t r i c t s i n
being heard, he is solely in implementing a drug education
charge of himself, he is p r o g r a m t h a t e m p h a s i z e s
concerned with the feelings of humanistic and mental health
others and is responsible for his approaches.
own behavior.
Education
Department
Dean Gerhardson felt "most representatives attending will
people responded very well to be Mrs. Karen Clark, drug
the workshop. They got a great education consultant, and Miss
deal of benefit from it and it

Tim Faver, Bemidji
sophomore, was chosen vice
president for adjoining halls
Norman and Grantham. Lucy
Pohlmann, rural Melrose
sophomore, was elected
president in the 200-student
Sophomores
L y n n Grantham Hall. Greg Pribula,
Hochsprung, rural Brownton, rural Alvarado sophomore, was
and Terry Gustafson, rural chosen president of the 300Detroit Lakes, were elected
president and vice-president
respectively of the 550-student
Neumaier-Holmquist Complex.
The nearly 2,000 Moorhead
State College students living in
residence halls (dormitories)
on campus recently elected
presidents and vice-presidents
in their respective buildings.

Heading the Snarr Complex,
which houses some 450 students,
this school year will be Sandra
Bratvold, East Grand Forks
junior, as president and Colleen
Moen, rural Appelton
sophomore, as vice-president.
Doreen Nystedt, a Bismarck,
N.D., sophomore, was chosen
president and Georgia
Cardwell, a Richfield senior,
vice-president in the election in
the nearly 300 student Dahl
Hall.
The 175 students in Ballard
Hall chose Curt Pederson,
Starbuck senior, president and
David Sharpe, Cosmos
freshman, as vice-president.

drug conference
slated at MSG
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SHOP . . . SAVE ON MEATS
Moorhead

233 3680

Key's Interstate Standard
WINTERIZE TIME

8th St

TUNE UPS
SNOW TIRES
ENGINE HEATERS
At Interstate 94 and Highway 75, South Moorheod

Phone 233-3051

LECTURE
On

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
By Bill Blockmore

4 P.M., MONDAY, DEC. 4

Moorheod

103 McLean

W A N T E D
MISSIONARIES
Different Cultures — Strange Food — Tough
Work — Long Hours — No Pay — Except,
What God Gives You.
For information on our missionary life, write

We will strive always to
serve the best interests of MSC

Senator-Elect

235-2227

Are you getting the service

SPECIAL PRICES ON
CASE A V4 CASE LOTS

COMPLETE

SIFT ITEMS • BAR ACCESSORIES

.1552 Main Ave. Fargo
HAS FREE ICE AND
FRONT DOOR PARKING

Your One Stop Meat Shop'

Judy Lee, drug education
coordinator.
The MSC conference,
scheduled from 2 to 6 p.m. in
Room 202 Nemzek Hall, will
serve school districts from
Clay, Becker, Norman,
Mahnomen, Polk, Red Lake,
Pennington, Wilkin, Otter Tail
and any other area county
interested in attending.
Districts planning to send
representatives should inform
Mary Montgomery, associate
professor of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and
health coordinator at MSC, in
advance of the numbers
attending.
Miss Montgomery can be
contacted at (218) 236-2445 for
further information.

1 19 So.

Most Complete

Wood's Package Store

m$!h St. S.

\JS4 Deluxe
Barber Shop

Fargo s A Hoc/head's

student Nelson Hall.
The new officers will
automatically serve on the MSC
Interdorm Council, a student
body concerned with
organizing and promoting a
wide variety of both educational
and entertaining activities and
programs for on-campus
residents.

FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVD
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT. F60
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045
Include age, education, interest, address, etc.

DIVINE

WORD

MISSIONARIES1
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aluminum frames new look for old building
Is that man standing in the
second story window
threatening to jump? No, he is
one of the workmen from the St.
Cloud Window Company which
is installing new windows in
MacLean, Frick and Weld
Halls.
The new aluminum windows
replace original wood frame
windows installed more than 40
years ago. Lester Johnson of the
Administrative Affairs Office
says the decision to replace the
old windows was based on their
high maintenance costs.
Wood in the window frames,
relates Johnson, has
deteriorated to the point where
• HARDCOVERS

it does not take repainting as it
should.
The decision to use aluminum
single pane windows was based
on their maintenance-free
properties. The aluminum has
been treated using an
annodizing process which is
very durable although it may
change color slightly over the
years. The dark color was
chosen over shiny aluminum
because it was felt the darker
color would blend in with the
buildings rather than detract
from their appearance.
Another advantage of the
aluminum windows is that they
will be virtually draft free
compared to the old_ double

hung windows which very often
were drafty. The aluminum
frames on the new windows will
be colder to touch on the inside
than the wood frames but it is
felt that the overall comfort
level in the buildings will be
improved.
The windows should provide
for greater comfort during
warmer months due to a grey
glass coating which helps to
keep outside sunlight from
warming the building. The
windows, which cannot be
opened, are expected to help the
air conditioning systems
maintain their proper balance.
The present windows are often
opened during the summer

DAKOTA BOOK EXCHANGE
• PAPERBACKS

• MAGAZINES

"Most Complete Selection in the Red River Valley"
Open 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

STOP-SWAP-SHOP

planned for earlier in the fall
but strikes within the aluminum
industry kept St. Cloud Window
Company from meetings its
schedule.
Johnson says he is very
pleased with the work the firm
has done and commends their
men on their ability to work
among large groups of people
without unduly disturbing
normal classroom activities.
The crews average only two
hours per class room for
Total cost of the project, removal of old windows and
$87,939, was appropriated by the installation of new ones.
St. Cloud Window's bid on the
state legislature forjhe specific
purpose of installing new contract was approximately
$8,000 below that of the next
windows.
Installation was originally lowest bidder.

which throws the system out of
whack. Efforts to try to keep
windows closed have generally
failed.
Discomfort may result in
warmer months should air
conditioning fail or should we
experience an unusually warm
spell during a time the air
conditioning is not in operation.
It is expected that any such
period would be of short
duration.

Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
COMEMEETSOME BEERS
YOU'VE NEVER TRIED BEFORE

The Mill Liquor Store

ERNEST E. CAMPBELL, Proprietor

5 South 8th St. — Fargo

232-9843

1612 Main Ave./ Moorhead

Who Cares If Young Lutherans
Save Money On Insurance?

R E G I S T E R E D

D I A M O N D

R I N G S

WEST ACRES
KEEPSAKE
DIAMOND
CENTER

Extra Care In Engineering
DODGE DEPEND ON IT

WE DO!
CALL GARY SAUVE
Lutheran
Brotherhood
Insurance

Balmer Motor Co.
814 Center Avenue
Moorhead
233-1573

293-0073
1621V2 S. Univ. Drive

The Fraternal Insurance For Lutherans

For Those Who Choose
Only The Best

fc

Michelin
Radial
-ti,

MA BELL
WANTS YOU
TO JOIN THE MARCH TOWARD
BETTER TELEPHONE SERVICE.
I t s quicker t o d i a l d i r e c t w h e n you
use your personal number card!
(8) Northwestern Bell

the tire
with the steel
safety belt inside

We modestly feel that the Michelin-X is the Number One radial in the
world!
It actually costs you less the longer you drive ... and it lasts longer
than ordinary tires.
Wet pavements? Fast curves? Sharp corners?

The unique radial construction combined with the internal steel-cord safety belt, virtually
eliminates flats and blowouts!
Compare to the "Ordinaries." You'll have more steering control and better traction with
Michelin-X.
When installed on domestic cars you'll get at least 40,000 miles of actual tread wear.We
guarantee it in writing.
SEE US TODAY. We'll show you why we say, "It pays to ride on the best!"
"Michelin guarantee covers 40,000 mile tread life, defects in workmanship and materials
and normal road hazards (excluding repairable punctures), is limited to free repair, or
credit, or refund equal to original purchase price multiplied by percentage of guaranteed
mileage not run (at Michelin's option), and is conditioned upon use with "Airstop" tubes
(where applicable! and non-commercial use on passenger car or station wagon."

Fargo Tire Company
2020 Main Ave., Fargo Phone 232-7117
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Photos by Patricia Hurni

somnambulism ?
With final exams for Fall quarter now another page on the
permanent records of us all, it is a time for relaxation as is
indicated by the accompanying photographs of Moorhead State
College students in Livingston Lord Library.

Relaxation for awhile at least, with an 18 day holiday recess only
two weeks away. The academic calendar for Winter quarter is:
Holiday Recess begins
Classes resume after holidays
Midterm examinations
Spring pre-registration
President's Day — no classes
Final Class schedule
Winter Quarter closes
Spring Quarter final
registration
Spring classes begin

Sat., Dec. 16
Wed., Jan. 3
Fr., Jan.19
Mon.-Fri., Feb. 12-16
Mon., Feb. 19
Fri.-Tues., Feb. 23-27
Wed., Feb. 28
Mon., March 5
Tues., March 6
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Sonny's slingers next foe
It was a most satisfying
victory for rookie basketball
boss Dennis Anderson, but the
Dragons' newest head coach
will not have much time to
savor Moorhead's impressive
87-62 triumph over Huron
College last Saturday.
Another major obstacle
awaits the Dragons
to da y — a 7:30 meeting with
neighboring Concordia College
at Concordia. The Dragons will
be searching for their sixth
straight victory over the
Cobbers in
todays inter
city affair.

Anderson plans to start senior
Dan Retherford (sr-Franklin,
OH) and junior Kraig Wold
(Rochester) at guards against
the Cobbers with senior Paul
Hanson (Moorhead) and
sophomore Dean Renneke
(Wood Lake) at
forwards.
Senior Jerome Wigdahl
(Rothsay) will open at center.

There were, however, many
other Dragon heroes as well.
Retherford finished second to
Hanson in scoring with 15 points
and distributed strong
Anderson was still smiling l e a d e r s h i p , a c c o r d i n g t o
Monday after the Dragons' Anderson.
season-opening victory over
Wigdahl left the Dragon
Huron College. "It was a real
satisfying victory for us," bench to score ten points and
rebounds.
Anderson mentioned Monday. g r a b e i g h t
"I was real happy with our S o p h o m o r e D a v e C a n t o n
board work , the fact that a lot (Moorhead) also came off the
of people contributed to the Dragon bench to score 11 points,
victory. I though tour overall converting five of six field goal
attempts.
hustle was great."

"We expect a real tough
ballgame from Concordia,"
Anderson warned
Monday.
"The big question for us is
whether we can handle them up
Anderson singled out
front. Their front line of (Jim) Renneke andHanson for special
Bjorklund, (Dave) Reiten and praise. Renneke, starting his
( B r u c e ) K j e s b o i s q u i c k , first varsity game for the
they've got good size and Dragons, topped M-State in
they're good shooters. We've rebounding with 18 boards.
got to rebound to stay with
them".

The Dragons used rugged rebounding as exhibited here to down the
Cobbers twice last year. The Dragons have beaten the Cobbers the
last six
times.

undefeated Dragonettes
head for state tourney
Still undefeated in conference
Dec. 11 is the date for the
play, the Moorhead State
College women's volleyball opening of basketball practice,
team heads into the 16-team under the guidance of Coach
Miss Watson
S t a t e C o l l e g e V o l l e y b a l l Dee Watson.
Tournament Saturday at St. stated that two-hour practices
will continue until the first
Cloud.
game, slated Jan. 17.
The Volleyball squad did lose
Basketball and coed
their first game of the season,
to a non-league foe at the Minn- b a d m i n t o n a r e a l s o
approaching in the women's
Kota tournament.
intramural
schedule.
In
o t h e r w o m e n ' s Registration for basketball is
i n t e r c o l l e g i a t e a c t i v i t i e s , due Dec. 8, with competition
basketball and gymnastics beginning Dec. 12. Games will
be played at 7 p.m. every
competition is approaching.
Tuesday and Thursday.
Miss Donella Palmer is
Recreational coed badminton
tutoring gymnastics. The squad
has already begun workouts but for students and faculty is every
will not compete until after the Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Nemzek 161.
Christmas break.

Hanson led the Dragon
scoring parade with 23 points
and collected 14 points. He also
held Huron scoring leader Steve
Hammer to 14 points.

Dave Reiten (left) and Bruce Kjesbo both snatch a rebound in last
year's Dragon-Cobber basketball game. Reiten and Kjesbo will be
the biggest Cobber scoring threats in tonight's game.

Wold, making his first start as
a Dragon, scored eight points
and picked off eight rebounds.
Following
to day's
meeting with the Cobbers the
Dragons will host South Dakota
State University December 5 at
Alex Nemzek Hall.
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five Dragon gridd^rs lauded
By Jeff Tiedeman
The Moorhead State College
Dragons placed five players on
the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference football team, three
of whom are returnees from last
year.

Deckert was named the
recipient of the Vincent
Yatchak Memorial Trophy
awarded to the Dragons most
valuable player. Yatchak was
an outstanding football player
for the Dragons in the late 30's,
who was killed during World
War II.

Abraham, who was slowed by
injuries his junior year, led the
Dragons in defensive statistics.
He also topped the conference
with five interceptions.
"Abraham did an excellent
job of reading offenses and held
things together with his
tremendous poise under
pressure," stated Holmes.

Defensive tackle Randy
Deckert (sr-Henning) and
"Deckert was very deserving
middle linebacker Robin of the award, not only for the job
Abraham (sr-Cloquet) join he did during the games, but
runningback George Spanish
Kostich, who was hampered
also for his attitude in
(jr-Hibbing), offensive guard
practice,"
commented by a mid-season knee injury,
Dan Kostich (sr-Buhl) and
"was the best lineman in the
defensive coach A1 Holmes.
defensive tackle Bob Entzion "Deckert set a good example in conference," according to Ron
(sr-Knife River) on the all- practice and always gave 100 Masanz, Dragon offensive line
conference team.
coach.
per cent."
Spanish led all NIC rushers
with 658 yards in six games.
Abrahajm, Deckert and Entzion
were defensive statistics
leaders for the Dragons this
season.

personal performances
always strives for perfection,
commented Holmes.

each team. This is one reason
an all-conference team can be
put down, but the public
demands one."

Both assistant coaches said
Kostich, Abraham and
there were many other players
on the team who were deserving Spanish were named to the
of the honors, but
Coach National Association of
Holmes said, "only a certain Intercollegiate Athletics
number of players are alloted to District 13 football team.

According to Holmes,
Masanz added, "Kostich is
Deckert and Entzion had one of the best players I have
excellent techniques for putting coached in my 23 years."
good pressure on the passer.
Pursuit was another of their
Spanish is described as "very
strong points.
coachable" by Masanz. "He is
never satisfied with his

MVP Randy Deckert

Get it on, skiers...

OPEN
THANKSGIVING
Bob Entzion

Robin Abraham

GROUP OF
8 OR MORE

Dan Kostich

George Spanish

"The inn place to go"
featuring

John Holm
nightly

1 1 T H STREET S O U T H A N D HOLIDAY DRIVE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 56560

per person plus tax for
weekends before Christmas

Group Plan Includes: One night's lodging in Grand
Rapids • Two days' lift tickets • Use of Sugar Towne pool
and sauna • Adult entertainment in Saloon • Teenage
lounge and entertainment.

For information & reservations, write or phone:
Sugar Hills, Box 369MGrand Rapids, Minn. • 1218) 326-3473

M

BEERS
Bottles — Cans

WINES
LIQUORS

Visit our wine acres
PHONE 282-3415
WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER

FARGO

Garland optimistic on year
By Ryan Bakken
The 1964 College Wrestling
Coach of the Year slumped back
in his chair, spewing theories
ala Sigmund Freud and
philosophies ala Aristotle.
For Dragon wrestling coach
Bill Garland, the 1972-73 season
is a crucial one. For the past
two years the "Silver Fox" has
lost his golden touch with past
national championships
evolving into losing records.
Before last year's dismal
record, Garland had compiled a
109-39-3 record, which included
an NAIA national championship
in 1964.

have to believe in themselves
when they're on the mat
because no one can cover up for
them. There iss jpo room for
inferiority complexes on the
mat."
Trotting out on the mat this
season is a mixture of old and
new faces. Top returnees are
co-captains Glenn Herman (srBrainerd) and A1 Goeden (srStaples).
Goeden was a
conference champ last year
while Herman was a runnerup.
Other wrestlers back with
varsity experience are Phil
Hentsch (jr-Merrit Island,
Fla.), Lyle Freudenberg (jrParkers Prairie), Bob Bowlsby
(jr-Waterloo, la), and Dave
Kranstover (so-Detroit Lakes).

The photograph of that
national championship is
perched on his office wall and
the national pennant hangs in
the fieldhouse. But past merits
are quickly tucked away as the
sparkling coach points to
"today".

Top newcomers include twins
Jeff and Joe Horslund (fr-Cedar
Falls, la.), Ferdie Roth (frWashington Pa.), Bob Davison
(fr-Olivia), Dave Linn (frHumboldt, la.), Jeff Olson ( frMoorhead), Karl Boehmer (frLebanon, N.J.), Steve Borders
(jr-Brainerd) and Mark Thoeny
The outlook of "today" is
(fr-Hopkins).
bright, according to Garland.
"For the first time in my
Tn addition Harley Haug (srcoaching career I was happy to
Moorhead) is back after a
see the season over last year.
year's absence. Haug proved
Some wrestlers did not care
his worth by winning first place
whether they won or lost."
at 118 pound at the prestigious
Bison Open a week ago.
Garland the gardener weeded
out the apathetic and nurtured
"It's all up to the wrestlers
the enthusiastic. As he says, "I
and their attitudes," Garland
haven't been so pleased with a
concluded. "You can take a
team since 1969, they are really
horse to the water but you can't
putting out the work necessary
make him drink."
and have great attitudes. I look
for marked improvement."
Garland's horses will travel
to the Cedar Falls spring
On the philosophy of a
Saturday, to compete in the
wrestler the dean of Dragon
Northern Iowa Invitational
coaches claims the number one
wrestling tournament.
criteria is "cockiness". "They

intramurals
Winter quarter intramural activities will be kicked off this
weekend with a basketball tournament Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday. The tournament is for all teams wishing to compete in the
regular leagues at Moorhead State College.
Entry deadline for both the tournament and regular season play
is noon on Friday. A captains' meeting is slated for 4 p.m. Friday to
discuss rules and to receive pairings. All entries should be made at
the intramural checkout window at Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.
LOOKING AHEAD
Entry deadline for a one-on-one basketball tournament is
Wednesday at6 p.m. The tournament is 6:15 the same day.
Activities starting after Christmas vacation are hockey and
coed's and men's broomball. Competition will start Jan. 8, with the
entry deadline Jan. 7.
LOOKING BACK
TKE Fraternity dominated the intramural wrestling
tournament, sweeping seven of the eight weight classes. TKE's
winning their weight divisions were Pat Dahl 126; Jim Marks 134,
Chuck Dahl 142; Chuck Marks 150; Jim Gravalin 158; Bruce
Gravalin 177; and Mike Miles, heavyweight.
The only other winner was Doug Lueders, an independent at 167
pounds.
"Skree" took the coed volleyball championship in Nov. 16
"championship night". Team members include Don Iverson, Bill
Kath, Sue Larson, Connie Wallgren, Jan Phillips, Cindy Ostlie,
Gary Hoffman, Richard Pritchard and Doug Pansch.
The "Zeros" team members, winners of men's volleyball, are
Dave Johnson, Ron Hopkins, Bill Ford, Lee Monson, RogerWilson,
Daryl Wiss, Steve Hilgers and Glenn Olson.
"Team" was the team taking the three-man baksetball league.
Dan Purcell, Marc Langseth, Lauren McElerhan, Bruce Josephs
and Ryan Rue comprised "Team".

Glen Herman (top) is at an advantage as he wrestles a St. Cloud
State foe. Herman, runnerup in his weight class last year, is cocaptain with Al Goeden.

A spike is attempted by a member of the Zeros, men's volleyball
champions.
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Store

DAVE'S is your
CHRISTMAS GIFT
CENTERfor:
-fGift Certificates
+ Figure and
Hockey Skates
+ Alpine & Cross
Country Skis
+ Racket Ball
+ Reloading
+ Camping
+ Golf
+ Fishing
+ Basketball
-P Football
-PTennis
-pTabe
-pTable Tennis
+ Baseball
-P Rifles
You can trust
Dave's
expert
advice.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

531 Broadway, Fargo
Phone 232-001
Weekdays 10 a.m.-9 p .m.
Saturdays9 a.m.-5 p .m.

"Get
The nest
3 Fargo Stores
In Ski Equipment At The
yy
Lowest Possible Prices!
+ 5 FUN PACKED
SKI PACKAGES!
-PSKIS... by Blizzard,
Northland, Head and
Spalding!
+ BOOTS... by Lange,
Koflach, plus Lange
Competite at half price!
+ SKI APPAREL... in
vibrant colors by Aspen,
Sportscaster and Allen A.
High in style — Low in

CHARGE IT!

SCHEELS
SKI SHOPS
At all 3 Fargo
stores...open
eveqings. Buy skis
for Christmas.

TRADE NOW!
C H A R G E IT!
3 months to pay at
no exfra charge —
Or regular mon'ijly.
terms.
>
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Dille cont.
In evaluating the Student
Senate, Dille felt that the
senators should make an
increased effort to meet with
students and balance student's
goals with the Senator's goals.
Student Senate President
David Strauss commended the
out-going Senators and
encouraged the newly elected
Senators to fulfill their
obligations to the student body.
Vice-president John Kingrey
announced that the next MSCSA

meeting will be held Dec. 2 at
MSC. Recently elected state
and national representatives
will be the featured speakers.
The Student Senate also made
plans for a Student Book
Exchange for Winter Quarter.
The Exchange will be located in
the Student Union and will be
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nov.
27 through Dec. 4. Money and
unsold books may be picked up
Dec. 6 and 7. Jan Thorseness
(sr-Willmar) and Paulette
Mertes (so-Breckenridge) are
in charge of the Exchange.
Senators and student volunteers
will also help with the the
operation.

TEAM
ELECTRONICS

Mitau tuition proposals cont.
— free tuition for disabled
— dormitory scholarships for veterans and clients of the
urban students who wish to Devision of Vocational
attend a state college;
Rehabilitation, who would like
to attend Southwest State
— reduced tuition for those C o l l e g e , a c a m p u s
students who do not reside in a architecturally designed to
college community and must serve handicapped persons;
necessarily incur higher
— free tuition for orphaned
commuting expenses;
wards of the Commissioner of
— free tuition for veterans Welfare from age 18 to 21;
whose GI Bill benefits have
been exhausted;

— reduction of the tuition
differenial between graduate
and undergraduate students to
encourage upgrading and
expansion of job skills for
working adults in need of
retraining.
Chancellor Mitau will be on
campus for his annual "Listen
and Learn" visit Nov. 30. He
will meet with the Council on
Academic Affairs, officers of
the Student and Faculty
Senates, the Support Personal
Senate and the faculty of the
New Center.

"THBD
Pioneer

Altec-846A

CS-E450

An Altec close-out on a full-range
sound system!
A fantastic bargain
with an extremely large powerhandling capacity (50 watts) bring
ing concert hall quality sound into
your home.
Enclosed in handfinished walnut cabinet with curved
fretwork grille.

An air suspension, 2-way speaker
system featuring a powerful 10"
woofer and a finned dome tweeter
for smooth, full-range sound repro
duction.
Enclosed in handsome
oiled walnut cabinetry, this special
Pioneer sound system is available
exclusively through TEAM for a
limited time only ... so make
sure you get in on the savings1
List

Price

List

special

Concord

F-107

Price:

Price

Akai

SI89.98

Buster

CR-80

Solenoid operated for high perfor
mance, this special TEAM purchase
record-player unit has two built-in
amplifiers for fantastic sound repro
duction, just add two speakers.

Price:

$ 88.88

List

Price:

Price

Altec-886A

Price

List

Price:

Price

8-track auto

player

S49.95

Buster

Price:

$ 37.77

S159.50/each

Buster

Price:

A Pioneer Market Test model
available only through TEAM
for a limited time
An un
believable auto player at an
unbelievable price!

A fantastic 3 speaker, 2 way
system coupled with a passive
radiator for full bass reproduc
tion
A high efficiency tweeter
completes this super sound system
enclosed in oiled walnut cabinetry
Price:

$ 122.22

S209.95

Buster

Pioneer TP-72,

List

Price:

purchase

A beautiful console styled cassette
deck featuring separate record/play
back levels and adjustable head bias
for precise tape sound reproduction.
List

$355.50/each

Buster

$ 238.88/each

S129.95/each

$ 67.77/each
TEAM

Price:

Price

Price:

$88.00/each

TEAM

special

purchase

CLOSE-OUT And OVERSTOCK
MOORHEAD
1
2
4
3

WEST ACRES

Kenwood 5150 Receiver at $280
PIONEER SX440 RECEIVER AT $128 each
ALTEC 887 SPEAKERS AT $120 pair
SANYO 5111 4-CHANNEL AT $139 each

2
2
2
4

PIONEER SX440 RECEIVER AT $128 each
KLH 6 SPEAKERS AT 1200 pair
ALTEX 887 SPEAKERS AT $120 pair
SANYO 5111 4-CHANNEL AT $139 each

PLUS MORE GOOD STUFF
PLUS I these "Price Buster" tape specials

$1.99

(Reg. $4.96)

$2.98

(Reg. $5.48)

Audio Magnetics C60-3

$

/bag of 3
(Reg. $2.49)

Audio Pack - 80 Minute
8-track Blank Tape

$1.29'(Reg.

Audio Pack - 40 Minute
8-track Blank Tape

$1.09

Scotch 150 Recording
Tape (1800')
Scotch 203 Recording
Tape (1800')

qq

$1.99)

(Reg. $1.79)

CLOSE OUT!
PE-2038, 3-speed automatic
turntable
A versatile turntable with
a p r e c i s i o n b a l a n c e d IOV2"
platter, anti-skating device
and stylus tracking force
adjustment for flawless
performance in every
Price
respect.
Includes base
Buster
and dust cover.
List Price: $159.00

$ 77.77

115 South 8th,
Moorhead • West Acres

TEAM
ELECTRONICS

